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President & CEO’s
Letter to Membership:
Dear members:
I want to personally thank you for your dedication to our organization and its critical priorities. It is because of
advocates and leaders like you, that our mission and successes have accelerated in the past year. The U.S. Black
Chambers, Inc. (USBC) is pleased to share with you our 2022 Summer Recess Toolkit, including resources to inform our
valued members of our long-standing policy priorities and how to advance them at the state, local, and federal levels.
As the leading voice of Black businesses in America, USBC will continue to be a voice for advancing Black business,
Black wealth, and racial economic justice and opportunities. As our community continues to disproportionately bear
the burden of the COVID-19 pandemic, our mission and its importance have grown even stronger. This toolkit will
help you understand and leverage the importance of our five pillars of service, including advocacy, access to capital,
contracting, entrepreneurial training, and chamber development. These five pillars represent the core beliefs of USBC
as we continue to push for progress on behalf of Black businesses and the Black community writ large.
As we enter the midst of an intense political climate ahead of the November 2022 Midterm Elections, it is the optimal
time to enhance relationships with lawmakers both in our nation’s capital, in your home states, and local district
offices. If meeting in-person is not feasible, then this toolkit will equip you with fundamental resources to pick up the
phone and reach out through email to advocate that Congress pursue policies of racial economic justice and for the
benefit of our community.
Your voice is our most powerful tool. As you advocate for the policies behind USBC to improve outcomes for Black
businesses and communities across the nation, please know that your efforts do not go unnoticed. I’ve long said in
order for there to be a strong America, there must be a strong Black America. In order for there to be a strong Black
America, we need strong Black businesses. In order to have strong Black businesses, we need strong Black Chambers
of Commerce that are committed to growing and supporting Black enterprises. I encourage every Black American and
Black business leader to advocate across the board to work hand-in-hand with USBC to ensure that policymakers on
both sides of the aisle are aware of and understand our outlined principles.
Thank you for your efforts, and we look forward to working with you, our partners and members, to advance
the policy priorities outlined in this packet to strengthen Black America and the Black businesses that power its
economy every day.
Sincerely,

Ron Busby
President & CEO
US Black Chamber

Engaging Your Leaders
USBC encourages members to engage with their civic leaders in Washington and at the state and local
levels. There are several ways to engage with your lawmakers. The following tools in this packet provides
a comprehensive list to support your outreach efforts for engaging congressional members as we
approach the November 2022 Midterm elections.
This toolkit is designed to help member organizations, including novice and long-time advocates
understand the “why” and the “how” of advancing public policy at the federal level, highlighting the
critical need for effective advocacy at this juncture in our country’s political and economic future.
Some interactions may take as little as a few moments and others will require preparation. USBC remains
ready to support its advocates regardless of the preferred engagement strategy. Below are some key
steps you can take in your journey as a USBC policy advocate:
•

Know Your Congressional Delegation

•

Engage with your Legislator

•

Engage in Social Media

•

Attend your Legislator’s Events

Know Your Congressional Delegation
Understanding the leaders you are seeking to engage will frame the remainder of your engagement
strategy. Click here to find your Representative and click here to find your Senators. There is a tool that
allows you to enter your zip code to determine your Representative. Each Member will have a website
with the locations and contact information for District/State offices as well as their Washington, D.C.
office. Having this information saved and readily accessible will make your advocacy work easier as
contacting your Members of Congress is usually the first step.

To find your local councilmen and councilwomen, first determine whether or not you live in an area that
is governed by a county or city government. From here you can determine whether or not to locate a city
representative or a member of your county government. From here, your city or county representative
can often be located via your address, and then will have a website where there can be more information
found on their address, contact information, and what policy priorities they care about.

Getting in touch: Once you have located your legislator or representative using the tools above, send
them an email using our best practices to echo the USBC’s advocacy efforts. While interest in specific
policy may vary from member to member, the more voices that advocate on different policies with similar
ideas makes the policy changes easier to secure in the long-term. Also, be sure to mention how a specific
effort in policy advocacy benefits your organization in an entrepreneurial sense and how it can benefit
other organizations in tandem.

Requesting a meeting: To request a meeting with your legislator or representative, first identify who
it is you or your organization would like to meet with using the tools in this toolkit for identifying your
representative as well as your representatives who deal in particular policy areas. Then, depending on
whether your representative or legislator operates at the federal or state level, identify whether or not
federal or your state Congress is in session.
To find out if your state Congress is in session click here, then click on your state to see whether your state
House of Representatives and state Senate are in session. It may take some investigating of the website
you are redirected to.
From here, visit your legislator or representative’s website and look for a “Request a Meeting” option, or an
email address. Regardless, be sure to include name, organization name, address (to prove constituency),
policy issues you would like to discuss on behalf of your organization, dates you or a representative from
your organization is able to meet, and the office in which you would like to meet them.

Where will you meet with your legislator? If the state Congress is in session, you will need to meet
in their office in the state capital. If the state Congress is NOT in session, you will need to meet in their
local office.

Meeting with your local representatives: Meeting with your local representatives: Local
representatives can be met in their local offices.

Disclaimer: You will not always be able to meet directly with your elected official and instead might
meet one of their aides or staffers. This is completely normal and can be just as effective as elected officials
rely heavily on their aides and staffers to convey information to them as well as to help build policy
and direct legislative efforts. A staff level meeting should be beneficial even if you are not meeting
directly with you or your organization’s representative to advocate on policy issues important to you.

How to find out the state and local priorities of legislator: The best practice for finding the state
and local priorities of a legislator is to visit their website, or, if they have a newsletter, subscribe to it to
receive routine updates on their legislative activity. Websites of representatives will be useful in listing any
committees they are a part of, their active legislation, and press releases about certain issues. Newsletters
will provide regular updates on what a representative is currently working on, how they are voting on
specific issues, and more.
It is important to be aware of a state and local legislators policy priorities, as reaching out to someone not
involved with a particular policy issue will likely not yield favorable results. Additionally, checking their
policy priorities and keeping up with current legislative agendas at the state and local levels will alert
you or your organization as to when it is best to reach out, as the more in play a policy issue is, the more
important your voice will be.

Tips and best practices for engaging on a state, federal, or local level:
1. Know the constituency, and the member’s policy priorities and motivations
2. Look into key entrepreneurial ecosystem issues along the 2022 BLACKprint
a. Bolster the American Economy with Black Business Ownership
b. Allow Black Businesses to Thrive in a Post-COVID Economy
c. Responsibly Support a Vibrant Workforce and Bolster Black Workforce Development
d. Prepare for the Next Generation of Black Entrepreneurs
e. Ensure Continued and Expanded Resources to Successful Models for Black Business Development
3. Be prepared to state the return on state investment, if any, and how the spending will directly
address the issue
4. Come with policy solutions rather than an ask for more government spending (be sure to include
oversight if your plan includes spending)
5. New programs should have a sunset date (which can be codified by executive action as a backup
and to ensure that it works)
6. Seek out regulations and requirements in place for your organization as it relates to state and local
advocacy before engaging with representatives. Requirements in place will vary on state and local
levels, so be sure to not violate any rules of engagement when reaching out to representatives.
7. Demonstrate constituent grassroots support – share policy one-pagers, prior grassroots efforts, etc.

Engaging with Your Legislator
Attend Your Legislator’s Events
An easy way to get to know your Senators and Representative is to attend events and town hall
meetings hosted by them in your area. Elected officials are more accessible and less pressed for time
when in their home state or district. Use the local opportunity to ask a question important to your
business or introduce yourself before or after the meeting. To find your legislator’s next event, visit
their website. Some Legislators have their upcoming events listed and since Coronavirus restrictions
have limited some in-person meetings, many lawmakers have turned to virtual townhalls, making
events even easier to attend. If they do not have these events listed, use the website to find the office’s
contact information and a staff scheduler will be able to provide it to you.

Call Your Legislator
Calling your legislator’s office is a good way to get your issues on their radar. Staff assistants take
diligent notes of constituent calls and submit them in a report to your legislator. If you engage
enough, your legislator will see your issue being raised. We recommend the following tips when
calling your legislator:
•

Locate their number from their website

•

Let them know you are a constituent (many legislators are more attentive to issues being
raised by constituents)

•

Thank them for their time, their work, and their support (if they support your issue area)

•

Make a clear, concise, and brief case for the issue you are raising. Make sure to include a call to
action (e.g. “I am calling to ask that you sponsor H.R. ___ or vote Yes on S.__”)

•

Take note of their answer and thank the person for their time

•

Follow-up with your legislator to show you are paying attention and are invested in the issue.

Email Your Legislator
Emailing your legislator is a great way to get your issues heard if you are unable to meet with them
directly. We recommend the following tips for emailing your legislator:
•

Decipher the Staff Email Formula: If a staff member is unable to give you their email address,
ask for their name and apply it to the below formulas:

•

•

Standard House Email: firstname.lastname@mail.house.gov

•

Standard Senate Email: firstname_lastname@memberlastname.senate.gov

Use formally written language and formatting: Ensure you address your legislator properly,
such as “The Honorable (legislator full name)” or, if they have a leadership role, address them
with their proper title, such as “Madame Speaker Nancy Pelosi” or “Majority Leader
Chuck Schumer”

•

Introduce yourself and make a connection back to your district: any business data here
will be extremely helpful in grabbing the attention of your legislator and their staff

•

Keep it concise: aim to keep your letter or memo to one page, try to only discuss one issue
or bill per letter/email. Ensure your arguments are well-thought-out and use bullet points
to outline your message. Members and their staff tackle busy schedules, the shorter and
more impactful, the better

•

Before closing your thought in your message: remind your legislator of your request,
and take note of how they vote on the issue so that you can follow-up with them to thank
them or hold them accountable

•

Thank the reader for their time: ensure you convey your appreciation to the members
and their staff for taking the time to read your correspondence/or meet with you

•

Following Up: allow plenty of time for follow-up correspondences and include specific
contact information that the staff members can use to easily follow-up with you

Write a Letter to Your Legislator: Sending formal letters to legislators is an excellent way to ensure
that your priorities can reach the members of the office who are charged with drafting, proposing,
and pitching policies to the Member, if not read by the Member themselves. Try to keep in mind the
following tips for writing to your legislator:
•

Use your company letterhead with contact information included in the header/footer

•

Ensure you have spelled the legislator’s name correctly and have noted important titles
(if they hold a leadership position)

•

Keep it concise – try to stick to 1-2 pages maximum

•

Ensure you identify the issue at hand and refer to any bill numbers, titles, and policies
that you propose will resolve the issue

•

Ensure you personalize your letter with relevant data you pioneered or collected, research
reports backing up your claim and ask, or specific district/county/state data that the
legislator would want to see

•

Utilize a signature stamp (electronically or personally sign and scan your signature) ensure the letter is signed by a high-ranking member of your organization such as the
President/CEO or owner (if you are a business)

•

Provide opportunities for follow-up by providing your email address for further questions

Have a Private Meeting with Your Legislator or their Staff
Meeting with your Senators, Representatives, and/or staff, is a great way to advance our mission and
message. Members of Congress and their staff are interested in learning what issues matter to their
constituents and how they can support their communities. View the following tips to reference when
scheduling a meeting with your legislator:

How to Schedule a Meeting – Member of Congress:
Visit your Senators’ and Representative’s websites (house.gov or senate.gov). Many Members have a
“Request a Meeting” option on their websites. Follow the listed protocol as it differs for each Member.
If this option does not exist, reach out to your Member’s District or Washington, D.C. office (listed on
their websites). The office will direct you to the Member’s scheduler or executive assistant who can
schedule your meeting

How to Schedule a Meeting – Staff Member:
Reach out to your Member’s District or Washington, D.C. office to determine which staff member you
should meet with – the office will know where to direct your inquiry. For example, if you want to talk
about capital access for entrepreneurs, ask for the staffer who handles small business and
entrepreneurship or workforce development issues. The relevant staff member is most likely to be
knowledgeable about the programs that are important to the Chambers. If the staff member is
unavailable to meet or speak over the phone, ask for the staff member’s email address – they are more
likely to get back to you via email. For email correspondence, refer to the “Emailing your legislator”
section of this packet.

How to Schedule a Virtual Meeting – Staff or Legislators:
You will likely work through the legislator’s staff to meet with other legislative staff and/or the
Member. Due to COVID-19 and increased restrictions on in-person meetings, if your legislator or staff
prefers to meet virtually, graciously accept the offer and keep in mind the following tips:
•

Be sure to provide an agenda for the discussion, denoting any bills or topics you will be
discussing. We recommend sending this around the day of the meeting, attaching any
reports, one-pagers, impact numbers, or number of jobs your business contributes to the
local economy, before the meeting and after as a follow-up

•

Confirm, confirm, confirm: confirm your virtual meeting a few days prior to the meeting to
ensure that staff have marked their and/or their boss’ calendar

•

Do not ask the staff to send a virtual meeting link or a calendar invitation (especially at the
federal level), be respectful of their time and graciousness and help them out by creating a
virtual meeting link and/or calendar invitation

•

Invest in a professional/business Zoom account to avoid 40-minute cutoff times

•

Use a professional background, less busy is always preferred. Design your home or office
virtual background by keeping the following in mind:
•

Show your logo

•

Remove any political references on book spines and/or posters

•

Ensure that any children or pets do not make a surprise appearance or distraction

•

Use a virtual background: while your logo is preferred, if you do not have access to
that, simply download a virtual background that features your business logo, your
district/city skyline, or, take advantage of free virtual backgrounds that resemble an
office space in Zoom, Teams, or any other meeting platform

•

Follow-up with reports, impact numbers, collateral you need the legislator to see, don’t
forget to thank them for their virtual time

Insight & Tips
•

Be sure to indicate that you are a constituent (your hometown or place of business)

•

The Capitol Switchboard (202-224-3121) can connect you directly with the office you
request

•

When scheduling your meeting, be sure to include a few key policy priorities on the
2022 BLACKprint and on Black economic growth

•

Confirm your meeting with the staff member a few days before, as their schedules can
get busy. Request a rescheduled meeting if the staffer must cancel due to a conflict, or
follow up with your requests via email

Meeting with Staff versus the Member
Depending on the legislator and their schedules, taking into account factors such as whether they are
in recess during your request, at their home districts if you are seeking federal engagement, or
depending on their voting schedule or session schedule, your legislator may be unable to meet
directly with you. Legislative staff at all levels are well versed in the issue at hand, so long as they
handle the small business or entrepreneurship portfolio. If you are asked to meet with a staff member
rather than the legislator, politely accept the meeting and approach that meeting as if it were the
lawmaker.

Goals of the Meeting
Introduction
The goal of Congressional outreach is to amplify the USBC’s federal policy priorities. We encourage
members begin by introducing yourself, your business/organization, and the USBC. This introduction
should include the USBC’s key policy priorities as expressed by the pillars in the 2022 BLACKprint

Know Your Business
Come prepared to talk about your company/organization. Talk about your locations, number of
employees, your business successes and challenges. The more local and personal your story, the more
it will resonate with Washington.

Keep It Simple
Members will likely not know the ins and outs of our policy requests. Likewise, you are not expected to
be a policy expert. Keep the overview broad and easy to digest.

Keep It Concise:
These meetings tend to be short – at most, 30-minutes in length, and often no longer than 15 to 20
minutes. Know what you want to say and focus on one “ask.” Review our federal policy priorities and
talking points and consider utilizing the points that speak directly to your organization.

Framing
Ensure your message takes existing assumptions and experiences into account (ask: how will your
audience interpret your message?); connect with your legislator’s values and priorities; and frame your
message to mobilize community members to action.

Have Your Handouts
Leave behind information about USBC’s BLACKprint and federal policy priorities. For example, an
organization one-pager will have additional information that staff will want to help them better
understand your issues and the legislation you would like to see championed during this Congress.
For virtual meetings, include these materials in your follow-up email note.

Take Notes
Ensure that you take down key details of the meeting, such as identifying which staff member you
spoke with, their follow-up information, your key asks, the staff member’s prior stance on the issue, and
the staff member’s response to your meeting. These details will enable your organization to strategize
the details of your next meeting. Be sure to note if the Member was in attendance for your follow-up
message.

Follow Up
Following the meeting, be sure to send the appropriate thank you note along with any requested
follow up items (e.g., information on your organization and your priorities)

What NOT to do during a meeting with your legislator’s office
The following topics and activities are not acceptable during a meeting with your legislator or
their staff members, not only are they not well-received, but some may even violate state/local or
federal law and end up hurting the legislator in the future
•

Do not arrive too early or too late

•

Do not refuse to meet with a legislator’s staff

•

Do not veer from the issue at hand

•

Do not push personal political ideology or agendas on the legislator or their staff,
especially if it conflicts with the legislator’s

•

Do not make any mention of campaign contributions (for example, members are not
allowed to discuss campaign finances in their federal offices)

•

Do not comment or inquire on any inducements (such as speaking fees, meeting
fees)

•

Do not call the legislator by their first name unless the legislator explicitly requests
that you do or unless you are already on a first-name basis

•

Do not dress inappropriately

•

Most importantly, do not be afraid to meet with these folks, your legislator works
for you

Attend Your Legislator’s Events
An easy way to get to know your Senators and Representative is to attend events and town hall meetings
hosted by them in your area. Elected officials are more accessible and less pressed for time when in
their home state or district. Use the local opportunity to ask a question important to your business or
introduce yourself before or after the meeting. To find your legislator’s next event, visit their website. Some
Legislators have their upcoming events listed and since Coronavirus restrictions have limited some inperson meetings, many lawmakers have turned to virtual townhalls, making events even easier to attend.
If they do not have these events listed, use the website to find the office’s contact information and a staff
scheduler will be able to provide it to you.

Invite Your Legislator for a Visit
Whether you are an entrepreneur or an organization who supports entrepreneurship, inviting your
legislator for a site visit or place of business is often more impactful than a meeting at the legislator’s
office. While you can ask for a site visit prior to meeting with your legislator’s office, legislators are more
likely to gain interest in a site visit upon the establishment of a relationship, such as following a meeting,
conversation, or chain of correspondences with the legislator’s office. Site visits enable legislators to learn
about your organization, meet local community members and see the impact your organization has, sight
on scene, enabling them to draw deeper connections to your organization and to keep your priorities in
mind moving forward.

Engage in Social Media
Social media, including Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, are important communications tools.
Congressional Members utilize these platforms. Follow them, like them and promote your business by
engaging them in social media. Congressional Committees also have two social media accounts per
committee: one account for the Democratic members of the committee (Majority) and another for the
Republican members of the committee (Minority).

Social Media Contacts
Senate Committee on Small Business
• Majority Twitter: @SenateSmallBiz
• Minority Facebook: facebook.com/
SmallBusinessCommitteeGOP
• Minority Twitter: @SmallBizCmteGOP
• Majority Facebook: facebook.com/SBCDems/
• Minority Facebook: facebook.com/
SmallBusinessCommitteeGOP

Senate Committee on Finance
•
•
•

Majority Twitter: @SenateFinance
Minority Twitter: @SenFinance
Majority Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
SenateFinance

House Committee on Financial Services
• Majority Twitter: @FSCdems
• Minority Twitter: @FinancialCmte
• Majority Facebook: facebook.com/
HouseFinancialCmte
• Minority Facebook: facebook.com/FinancialCmte

House Committee on Ways and Means
• Majority Twitter: @WaysMeansCmte
• Minority Twitter: @WaysandMeansGOP
• Majority Facebook: facebook.com/
waysandmeanscommitteedems
• Minority Facebook: facebook.com/
WaysandMeansGOP

House Small Business Committee
• Majority Twitter: @HouseSmallBiz
• Minority Twitter: @HSBCgop
• Majority Facebook: facebook.com/HouseSmallBiz

Also, be sure to follow and keep up with USBC
through our Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and
LinkedIn listed below:
• Twitter: @usblackchambers
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
usblackchambers
• LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/u-sblack-chamber-inc-/
• Instagram: @usblackchambers

U.S. Black Chambers, Inc. 2022 Advocacy
Policy Priorities and Talking Points
As the country struggles to come to terms with a
trifecta of crises regarding health, economic turmoil,
systemic racial disparities, and injustices, USBC
remains at the epicenter of dialogue and solutions
at the national level. This pursuit of the American
Dream through entrepreneurship requires support
from lawmakers at all levels around the country
and in Washington, D.C. Drawing on our principles
established in the BLACKprint, USBC has authored
2022 policy priorities to create a path forward for our
business community.
To prepare for a meeting with your Congressional
representatives, we encourage you to arm yourselves
with USBC’s federal policy priorities outlined below.

FEDERAL CONTRACTING 8(A)
PROGRAMMATIC REFORM
Through this reform, Black Businesses can gain parity
with Alaska Native Corporations (ANCs) in the 8(a)
program. Alaska Native Corporations (ANCs) are
given an advantage over other underserved business
owners in the 8(a) contracting pool: a higher size
standard and revenue cap than any other business
competing for 8(a) contracts. Therefore, ANCs can
get larger contracts than other 8(a) businesses, and
because not all ANCs are run by Native peoples,
this loophole enables larger, white-owned entities
to outcompete minority-owned businesses for 8(a)
contracts. Black contractors are owed parity with
ANCs in the 8(a) program.
• When sufficiently capitalized, Black businesses
can compete in every market, bringing
innovative goods and services to customers
across the country. The government is often
the largest spender in many communities, and
to ensure that Black Americans are not left
out of federal contracting opportunities, the
government must:

•

Improve its working relationship with
Black-owned businesses

•

Decrease barriers to entry for Blackowned businesses

•

Expand ANC prioritization to Blackowned businesses and companies

•

Work more closely with Black chambers
of commerce

The 8(a) program at the Small Business
Administration (SBA) is an excellent example of how
government and businesses can partner to provide
exceptional service to government agencies. The
program’s integrity must be protected to ensure that
it continues to benefit disadvantaged businesses.
To ensure that this happens, USBC will push for
the Biden-Harris Administration to publicly release
demographic data for the program by working with
Congress to produce federal legislation that provides
an inquiry on data and reporting collection on the
program.
Additionally, we are committing to ensuring that
the Administration reinstates the QuickPay initiative
launched in 2011 to ensure that federal agencies
expedite payments to small business contractors,
with the goal of paying contractors within 15 days. In
order to ensure that small contractors working with
the federal government receive prompt payment-which allows for continued investment in new
opportunities, new equipment and new hiring-legislation ensuring prompt payment must be
reapplied to all federal agencies.

EXPAND OPPORTUNITY FOR BLACK-OWNED
CANNABIS BUSINESSES

• Replace statutory references to marijuana and
marihuana with cannabis,

The expansion of opportunity for Black-owned
cannabis businesses is paramount to the fight
towards racial equity. Although cannabis
dispensaries (medical and recreational) are fully legal
and operational in over 33 states, an overwhelming
majority of cannabis businesses are white-owned.
With a whopping market value at $33 billion and
counting, the cannabis industry is in need of dire
reform: expanding Black ownership in legally owned
and operated dispensaries and storefronts. As we
work to combat modes of systemic and historic
racial injustices, ensuring Black participation in
the growing cannabis industry is a step towards
achieving racial economic parity.

• Require the Bureau of Labor Statistics to
regularly publish demographic data on
cannabis business owners and employees

USBC calls for an expansion of business loan
opportunities to Black aspiring cannabis business
owners. Understanding the industry is highly
regulated and expensive to operate and remain
in compliance, a key barrier to Black participation
in this market is an access to capital and business
counseling. USBC plans to work closely with
policymakers to better understand the needs and
gaps of aspiring cannabis business owners and
how to ensure that Black businesses have access
to benefit from the burgeoning growth of the
cannabis industry. To jumpstart this process, we will
work with policymakers to reintroduce the MORE
Act of 2021 (Marijuana Opportunity Reinvestment
and Expungement Act) or H.R. 3617. The MORE Act
would:

• Establish a trust fund to support various
programs and services for individuals and
businesses in communities impacted by the
war on drugs,
• Impose an excise tax on cannabis products
produced in or imported into the United
States and an occupational tax on cannabis
production facilities and export warehouses
• Make SBA loans and services available to
entities that are cannabis-related legitimate
businesses or service providers
• Prohibit the denial of federal public benefits
to a person based on certain cannabis- related
conduct or convictions
• Prohibit the denial of benefits and protections
under immigration laws based on a cannabisrelated event (e.g., conduct or a conviction)
• Establish a process to expunge convictions and
conduct sentencing review hearings related to
federal cannabis offenses,
• Direct the Government Accountability Office
(GAO) to study the societal impact of cannabis
legalization

INCREASE BLACK-OWNED BROADCASTING,
TELEVISION, AND RADIO ACCESS:

INCLUDE BYBLACK AS A FEDERALLY TRUSTED
BLACK-OWNED BUSINESS CERTIFICATION

According to the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) in 2019, 77% of AM radio stations
were owned by white operators, while only 3%
were owned by Black operators, 7% were Hispanicowned, and 3% were Asian-owned. Only 2% of
commercial FM broadcasters are Black compared
to 77% of stations owned by white broadcasters.
The figures for television ownership are no different.
Without Black representation in the media, Black
voices and stories cannot be elevated to the extent
of those that white-owned stations receive. USBC
calls for the reinstatement of a tax certificate as a
means of increasing ownership of broadcast station
by minorities and women such as described in Rep.
G.K. Butterfield’s H.R. 4871. The bill would allow
companies engaged in a qualifying broadcast
station to receive tax cuts/credits by electing
nonrecognition of the gain or loss resulting from the
sale of station ownership if the sale is to a socially
disadvantaged individual. The bill also would require
the FCC to foster investment in broadcast stations
owned by socially disadvantaged individuals.
Expanding Black ownership of radio and television
broadcasting would:

As the federal government seeks to increase its
business with Black companies, contractors, and
suppliers, the Federal government should instate
a nationally recognized Black-owned business
certification. USBC will work with the Small Business
Administration (SBA) and other parts of the Federal
government to push for this certification, modeled
on our ByBlack certification. With a national Black
business certification, companies, federal, state,
and local governments can easily navigate the
marketplace when choosing to support Blackowned businesses.

• Help Black America hold our elected officials
accountable to the needs of Black business and
the Black community
• Increase the mediums through which Black
America can tell our stories
• Foster a sense of control of the media for Black
America
• Enable the promotion of local Black businesses
and partnerships
• Create a means of stable employment and
economic stability for Black broadcasters Black
Business Inclusion in Infrastructure Investment
and Jobs Act Projects

The USBC will begin exploring conversations
with the SBA on what a Federal Black-owned
business certification and directory would look like.
Specifically, the USBC will propose the SBA use its
ByBlack certification and promote it to its resource
partners including Small Business Development
Centers (SBDCs), Women’s Business Centers (WBCs),
and local SCORE chapters.
A Black-owned business certification program
that is federally recognized would: provide federal,
state, and local governments with a landscape of
Black-owned businesses; increase the diversity in
federally funded suppliers and contractors; provide
Black-owned businesses with increased visibility
and, therefore, opportunities to innovate business
models and product development, and expand
financial stability.

ENSURE EQUITABLE IMPLEMENTATION OF
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT AND JOBS
ACT (IIJA) PROJECTS:
Now that the IIJA has been signed into law, USBC
will work to ensure Black contractors are included in
infrastructure projects. We will continue to advocate
for modernizations to the Disadvantaged Business
Enterprise (DBE) program, calling for an expansion of
the percentage of contracts (from its current level at
10%) that go to minority-owned enterprises. USBC
will also work with the newly codified and expanded
Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA) so
that all Black businesses have access to efficient and
effective MBDA business centers.

EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR BLACK
BUSINESSES THROUGH TRADE:
USBC will advocate for the Black business
community to lead global trading initiatives
throughout Africa to capitalize on burgeoning
economic opportunity in one of the world’s fastest
growing economies. Additionally, we are urging the
Administration to push the Export-Import Bank of
the United States, the nation’s official export credit
agency, to provide targeted and prioritized capital to
Black business owners in the coming years.
As globalization continues to dominate trade as well
as international economic and financial exchanges,
we believe that it is essential to ensure all current and
forthcoming trade agreements include equitable
pathways for the Black business community to
successfully participate in the global market,

especially throughout Africa, one of the world’s
fastest growing economies at pre-pandemic levels.
USBC believes that the Biden Administration should
reimagine the country’s commerce engagement
throughout Africa moving forward to ensure
the participation of Black American firms. As this
resource-enriched continent continues to grab
the attention of other world powers through its
economic sway and potential, we must be strategic
and vigorous in our pursuit to provide economic
opportunities for Black business in America and in
the African continent throughout its 54 sovereign
countries.
To this end, we will advocate for the Black business
community to lead these efforts within the
Department of Commerce, among other agencies,
to avoid the riddled failures and uncertainty of the
past decades of engagement with African nations.
Likewise, USBC urges the Administration to push
the Export-Import Bank of the United States, the
nation’s official export credit agency, to provide
targeted and prioritized capital to Black business
owners in the coming years. Increased engagement
with African countries in global trade will better
position the U.S. global economy to become more
competitive to rising powers while also empowering
Black entrepreneurs and businesses across the
world. While our primary focus is to uplift Black
business ownership in the United States, we believe
our strategy and policy priorities are not complete
without this focus on increasing and empowering
the global Black community

2022 BLACKprint
Disseminating our annual BLACKprint is an integral
component to any USBC advocacy strategy. Each
year, USBC produces a new edition of its BLACKprint
to highlight USBC policy goals, priorities, and
justifications. To download this report, click here.
Advocates should bring the BLACKprint to their
members of Congress, attach the BLACKprint as a
leave behind or follow-up to virtual meetings, and
reference it to learn more about USBC priorities. For a
summary of the 2022 BLACKprint, see the below:

1. BOLSTER THE AMERICAN ECONOMY
WITH BLACK BUSINESS OWNERSHIP
Black-owned businesses continue to benefit
their communities and the country in a myriad of
ways. From a dollars-and-cents perspective, this
community generates more than $150 billion in
revenue, amplifying the tax base as owners—
as well as for the one million Americans
employed. Black-owned business are one of
the fastest growing sectors in the economy. At
pre-pandemic levels, Black-owned firms were
11% more likely to hire additional employees
compared to white firms. As Black economic
growth continues to rebound from COVID-19,
the contributions of Black entrepreneurs to local,
state, and federal governments will increase.
We face a critical opportunity to lift up Black
businesses to ensure an equal playing field
going into a new chapter of economic growth

2. ALLOW BLACK BUSINESSES TO THRIVE IN
A POST-COVID ECONOMY:
Businesses need capital to grow. Unfortunately,
too many pathways for Black business owners to
access capital are ridden with barriers preventing
investment in our community. Among Black
businesses, the top source of capital cited is
either cash or savings, as opposed to obtaining

a line of credit with favorable interest rates. Even
when Black entrepreneurs seek capital through
banks, they are more likely to face denial or
higher rates of interest than white firms. This
issue continues to remain a top priority and
new solutions are needed to ensure all Black
businesses have access to capital through a
range of lenders.

3. RESPONSIBLY SUPPORT A VIBRANT
WORKFORCE AND BOLSTER WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
With expansions to healthcare, diversity &
inclusion, and skills training & workforce, a
comprehensively vibrant workforce within the
Black community will emerge.

4. PREPARE FOR THE NEXT GENERATION
OF BLACK ENTREPRENEURS:
Through education, housing, energy & climate,
and criminal justice reform, the Black community
will help engage younger generations
who are beginning their own journeys into
entrepreneurship.

5. ENSURE CONTINUED AND EXPANDED
RESOURCES TO SUCCESSFUL MODELS
FOR BLACK BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT:
With goals to bolster resources at the Minority
Business Development Agency, increase SBA
efforts to reach the Black community, and
expand DBE program requirements to enable
more Black contractors, support will be retained
to uplift the Black community and expand
entrepreneurship opportunity and access.

FISCAL YEAR 2023
APPROPRIATIONS

FY23 Appropriations
Strategy and Overview
Every year, Congress undergoes the appropriations process to address and decide the discretionary
portion of the budget for the next fiscal year. This process excludes mandatory spending, such as Social
Security and Medicare. In a Congressional year where the majority is the same party as the President,
the House and Senate Budget Committees will often report a budget resolution which includes a 302(a)
allocation, which sets the total sum of funding that the Appropriation Committees can spend. After
these 302(a) allocations are received, the committee set 302(b) allocations which divide the total sum
of appropriations funding among the 12 Subcommittees (listed below along with FY22 appropriation
allocations for reference). While the USBC has remained an active participant in past and current
appropriations cycles, we ask that members increase their involved to show grassroots support for our
issues and accounts the Chambers’ support. Below Is an overview of USBC’s tactics, timelines, asks, and
steps for you to take. You should have also received the USBC’s FY23 request letter as an attachment to this
outreach that we welcome you to share among your contacts in Congress and through new contacts we
will provide you with below for maximum impact.

FY2023 Appropriations Tactics
Below is an overview of the USBC’s tactics, timelines, asks, and steps for you to take. You should
have also received the USBC’s FY23 request letter as an attachment to this outreach that we
welcome you to share among your contacts in Congress and through new contacts we will provide
you with below for maximum impact on Black economic growth. An important and timely tactic
includes submitting a letter addressing the Appropriations Committee, key subcommittees,
and Committees of jurisdiction on behalf of your organization. The earlier that these letters are
submitted the better, as they will help inform the Committees in their budget recommendations
for the Appropriations Subcommittees. These deadlines are on average about two weeks before
the official appropriations request submissions are due. The Appropriations Subcommittees will
then work until the deadline on their allocations.
It is helpful to sign onto other organizations letters calling for the same priority. Multiple groups
calling for a singular appropriations requests can increase the likelihood that it will be considered
when determining allocations. We recommend either leading on a sign-on letter for a specific ask
and/or joining sign-on letters that reflect your organization’s priorities.

Congressional Meetings
Meetings with both relevant Committees of Jurisdiction and Appropriations Subcommittees
to further discuss your key priorities outlined in your appropriations letter is a good way to
reinforce these asks and provide additional information. These meetings should take place
before the Committee submission deadline to ensure that your priorities get considered in their
recommendations to the Appropriations Subcommittee.

Congressional Letters
It is important to identify Members to lead a congressional letter in support of the appropriations
priority. The USBC recommends beginning with the congressional office that led the
appropriations letter the previous year. If this is not an option, utilize conversations with
congressional staff to gauge interest in leading a congressional letter.

Official Appropriations Request Submissions
Separate from making the request on Capitol Hill to lead a letter, the USBC recommends
submitting official appropriations requests online ahead of the April 27, 2022, deadline
(COMPLETED). These requests are available on the official websites of Members of Congress,
Committees, and Subcommittees. If your organization does this each year, please elevate your asks
to your Members and to Committee staff you might hold discussions with moving forward

Organization Communications
To bring additional public attention to your issue areas of interest, we recommend utilizing your
organization’s communications efforts. Newsletters, blogs, op-eds, websites, and social media
are all effective avenues to increase awareness of these issues (and can help when identifying
coalitions or other organizations with similar priorities). We encourage you to plug our letter and
your support of our priorities in your organization’s newsletter, outreach, and social media.

FISCAL YEAR 2023
APPROPRIATIONS ASKS
The USBC has requested the inclusion of the following programs throughout the FY23 appropriations
cycle to Congress. If accepted, these program levels will be incorporated in the FY23 budget, which will be
enacted (if passed) at the start of FY23 on October 1, 2022. We ask that you cut and paste our requests into
your outreach to your Representatives and tie back the program of interest to any impact numbers in your
organization. We have provided a sample email or letter template below.

USBC Fy23 ASK
$325 million for Entrepreneurial Development programs at the Small Business
Administration: We applaud the record increase to the Entrepreneurial Development program
at the SBA in FY22 and we urge lawmakers to take this a step further by increasing funding by
$53 million across entrepreneurial development programs. The programs in the SBA Office of
Entrepreneurial Development provide support to current and would-be Black entrepreneurs
through connecting them to sources of capital, providing technical assistance, and working with
entrepreneurs one-on-one to develop their businesses.
• Of the $325 million for Entrepreneurial Development programs, we request that$10 million
be allocated to the SBA 7(J) program, which provides quality assistance and counseling
to eligible Black businesses interested in contracting with the Federal Government. At the
Black Chambers, connecting Black firms to contracting opportunities is a top priority; the
United States is the largest purchaser of goods and services in the world, creating immense
economic opportunity for businesses across the country. However, Black firms are often left
out of this opportunity. The SBA recently released data showing that in FY20, only 1.67% of
all small businesses who received contracts with the federal government were Black owned
businesses. This number concerns our community, which oftentimes cannot compete with
larger, white-owned firms in federal contracting. Therefore, the7(J) program at the SBA
needs more funding to reach more Black firms and increase the percentage of Black firms
who gain access to these opportunities in FY23.
• Of the $325 million for Entrepreneurial Development programs, we request that $50 million
be made available for the Women’s Business Center program. As the proud supporter and
sponsor of the Women’s Business Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma, we understand firsthand the
economic need faced by Black women business owners, especially in communities like
Tulsa with a history of racism and exclusion for our community. The Women’s Business
Center program is proven to connect Black women business owners to capital, business
development counseling and technical assistance needed to start and grow their business
in their communities.

$1 billion for the Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) Fund at the
Department of Treasury: The US Black Chambers urges appropriators to increase funding
for CDFIs across the country. Last year’s increase for the CDFI fund will allow CDFIs in Black
communities to reach more entrepreneurs and individuals seeking capital to build generational
wealth and gain financial stability. CDFIs play a critical role in the revitalization of our
communities, ensuring that Black business owners can access capital when they are unable to
access it from traditional banks due to a lack of relationships or outright racial biases. We are
joining a chorus of influential stakeholders in this space and urge you to fund the CDFI Fund at
$1 billion in annual funding for FY23.
As part of this endeavor, we urge lawmakers to ensure that CDFIs that are owned and controlled
by Black communities are properly resourced when compared to their white counterparts.
Unfortunately, CDFIs in Black communities are far less likely to access increased capital from
the Fund when compared to larger, white-led centers. To ensure that Black communities and
entrepreneur can access capital, Black-led CDFIs must be at economic parity with all other CDFIs,
regardless of race or size. To that end, we encourage increased reporting mechanisms for FY23 in
the Fund to bring transparency to the disparity between CDFIs in Black and white communities.
$10 million for the Minority Business Development Agency at the Department of
Commerce: The MBDA at the Department of Commerce has provided Black businesses
owners of all sizes with critical supports such as providing access to capital, access to contract
opportunities, access to trade and access to local markets for over fifty years. Despite the MBDA’s
progress and impact in the Black community, the MBDA has faced decades of disinvestment
over the years due to its impermanent status in the law. However, as recently codified by the
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA)the MBDA is now a permanent agency underscoring
a bipartisan historical commitment (founded by President Richard Nixon in 1969) towards
uplifting Black businesses. The agency has promoted the growth of Black businesses through the
mobilization and advancement of public and private sector programs, policy, and research since
its founding. To grow, scale, and continue to meet the needs of the current demands from the
Black business ecosystem, the MBDA was authorized to receive $110 million in annual funding
through the IIJA last year. While FY22 appropriations provided a historic increase in its funding to
$55 million, we urge lawmakers to uphold their commitment to the agency and fund it at $110
million, as intended in the IIJA for FY23 and beyond.

Increase funding for the Internal Revenue Services to hire and retain more employees
to address COVID-19 tax backlogs, affecting small business data collections leading to
a severe undercount of Black sole proprietors: The Census Bureau recently replaced the
Survey of Business Owners and Entrepreneurs with the Annual Business Survey (ABS) which has
led to a drastic under-counting of Black business owners. This is because most Black business
owners, are sole proprietors or non-employer firms; the ABS only surveys businesses with one or
more employees aside from the owner. However, the Census Office of Economic Programs has
created a supplemental tool known as the NES-D, the Non-Employer Statistics by Demographics
Methodology, which provides data on Black-owned sole-proprietorships. However, the NES-D
collection relies strictly on IRS tax return data, and due to the extreme underfunding of the IRS
and the backlogs in the agency, the NES-D has been unable to publish this data since 2018.
While the NES-D is a viable alternative for conducting a survey strictly on sole proprietors, the
NES-D needs IRS tax returns processed in a timely manner. Therefore, we urge you to consider
the staffing needs and shortages at the IRS that have led to a backlog for millions of Americans,
especially as it begins to impact the Census’ ability to collect quality, and cost-effective data.
Therefore, for Black businesses to be properly counted and supplied with resources to grow and
become employer firms (benefitting our entire economy) the Census Bureau must receive the
necessary information to conduct such research by way of the IRS.
$10 million for the Minority Business Development Agency at the Department of
Commerce: We urge appropriators to make funding available for Census Bureaumarketing
and community engagement and outreach. Undoubtedly, Black business owners and Black
communities are consistently undercounted in Census survey programs, including but not
limited to programs such as the Decennial Census, and the Annual Business Survey (ABS).
We understand that Black businesses and the Black community in general are less incline to
fill out Census surveys made available to them, for a myriad of reasons including low trust
in government programs, concern for data privacy, or a lack of understanding behind the
importance of the survey, due to poor marketing. For the Black community and the Black
business community to be properly counted in Census programs, the Census Bureau must
receive the necessary funding to conduct necessary outreach, community engagement, and
marketing that builds trust with our communities and underscores the importance of taking
Census surveys, as it directly impacts the economic wellbeing and supports available to the
Black community. We therefore request that Congress expand upon the allotted marketing and
outreach dollars for the Census Bureau in FY23 funding levels so that more of our community
can be properly counted.
As part of this request, we ask that Congress increase the share of the marketing and outreach
dollars be given to the Census Bureau, Office of Economic Programs, the division tasked with
measuring data captured in the Annual Business Survey (ABS). This department is responsible
for innovating survey tools available for capturing data on business owners, including small
businesses, and minority communities.

$3 million for the collection of demographic data on employer and non-employer firms
at the Census Bureau: The USBC supports the Census Bureau in its endeavors to continually
innovate survey and data collection tools for the aggregation of quality data on Black nonemployer firms. As of right now, there is no tool that is readily available to measure demographic
characteristics of non-employer firms at the Census Bureau, other than the NES-D tool, which is
currently held up by IRS backlogs. Therefore, we request that of the Census Bureau’s total budget
for FY23, no less than $3 million be made available for the Office of Economic Programs for the
collection of economic data for employers and non-employer businesses with demographic
characteristics of their owners. Thank you for your consideration of our requests for FY23 funding
outlined above. USBC recognizes that America’s Black-owned businesses play a vital role in the
economy and support more than 3.5 million U.S. jobs. To promote the forward movement and
growth of business creation, entrepreneurship, and recovery in the Black community, we must
ensure that federal resources are multiplied in the months and years ahead. We look forward to
working alongside Congress to ensure this prioritization.

U.S. BLACK CHAMBERS, INC.
The National Voice of Black Business
*Not affiliated with the National Black Chamber of Commerce

April 14, 2022

The Honorable Patrick Leahy
Chairman
Senate Committee on Appropriations
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Richard Shelby
Ranking Member
Senate Committee on
Appropriations
Washington, DC 20510

The Honorable Rosa DeLauro
Chairwoman
House Committee on Appropriations
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable Kay Granger
Ranking Member
House Committee on Appropriations
Washington, DC 20515

Dear, Chairman Leahy, Ranking Member Shelby, Chairwoman DeLauro, and Ranking Member Granger:
I am writing on behalf of the U.S. Black Chambers, Inc. (USBC), the national voice for Black
businesses. USBC is comprised of 145 member Chambers of Commerce and affiliated
Business Associations in 43 states, representing 380,000 businesses nationwide. On behalf
of the USBC, I have outlined our FY23 appropriations priorities for the Subcommittee on
Financial Services and General Government, and the Subcommittee on Commerce, Science
Justice, and Related Agencies. Our FY23 requests support programs that work to elevate the status
of Black business owners across the United States, and especially small Black businesses. As Black
businesses across America continue to rebuild their wealth, cultivate financial heft, and regain
momentum from the devastating impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, we urge your support as we work
to strengthen the Black economy, and as a result, the entire American economy.

Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Governments Program Accounts Requests
$325 million for Entrepreneurial Development programs at the Small Business
Administration: We applaud the record increase to the Entrepreneurial Development program at the
SBA in FY22 and we urge lawmakers to take this a step further by increasing funding by $53 million
across entrepreneurial development programs. The programs in the SBA Office of Entrepreneurial

Development provide support to current and would-be Black entrepreneurs through connecting them
to sources of capital, providing technical assistance, and working with entrepreneurs one-on-one to
develop their businesses.

•

•

Of the $325 million for Entrepreneurial Development programs, we request that $10
million be allocated to the SBA 7(J) program, which provides quality assistance and
counseling to eligible Black businesses interested in contracting with the Federal Government.
At the Black Chambers, connecting Black firms to contracting opportunities is a top priority;
the United States is the largest purchaser of goods and services in the world, creating immense
economic opportunity for businesses across the country. However, Black firms are often left
out of this opportunity. The SBA recently released data showing that in FY20, only 1.67% of all
small businesses who received contracts with the federal government were Black owned
businesses. This number concerns our community, which oftentimes cannot compete with
larger, white-owned firms in federal contracting. Therefore, the 7(J) program at the SBA needs
more funding to reach more Black firms and increase the percentage of Black firms who gain
access to these opportunities in FY23.
Of the $325 million for Entrepreneurial Development programs, we request that $50
million be made available for the Women’s Business Center program. As the proud
supporter and sponsor of the Women’s Business Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma, we understand
firsthand the economic need faced by Black women business owners, especially in
communities like Tulsa with a history of racism and exclusion for our community. The
Women’s Business Center program is proven to connect Black women business owners to
capital, business development counseling and technical assistance needed to start and grow
their business in their communities.

$1 billion for the Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI) Fund at the
Department of Treasury:
The US Black Chambers urges appropriators to increase funding for CDFIs across the country. Last
year’s increase for the CDFI fund will allow CDFIs in Black communities to reach more entrepreneurs
and individuals seeking capital to build generational wealth and gain financial stability. CDFIs play a
critical role in the revitalization of our communities, ensuring that Black business owners can access
capital when they are unable to access it from traditional banks due to a lack of relationships or
outright racial biases. We are joining a chorus of influential stakeholders in this space and urge you to
fund the CDFI Fund at $1 billion in annual funding for FY23.
As part of this endeavor, we urge lawmakers to ensure that CDFIs that are owned and controlled by
Black communities are properly resourced when compared to their white counterparts. Unfortunately,
CDFIs in Black communities are far less likely to access increased capital from the Fund when compared
to larger, white-led centers. To ensure that Black communities and entrepreneur can access capital,
Black-led CDFIs must be at economic parity with all other CDFIs, regardless of race or size. To that end,
we encourage increased reporting mechanisms for FY23 in the Fund to bring transparency to the
disparity between CDFIs in Black and white communities.

Subcommittee on Commerce, Science, Justice, and Related Agencies Program Accounts Requests
$110 million for the Minority Business Development Agency at the Department of
Commerce:
The MBDA at the Department of Commerce has provided Black businesses owners of all sizes with
critical supports such as providing access to capital, access to contract opportunities, access to trade
and access to local markets for over fifty years. Despite the MBDA’s progress and impact in the Black
community, the MBDA has faced decades of disinvestment over the years due to its impermanent
status in the law. However, as recently codified by the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA)
the MBDA is now a permanent agency underscoring a bipartisan historical commitment (founded by
President Richard Nixon in 1969) towards uplifting Black businesses. The agency has promoted the
growth of Black businesses through the mobilization and advancement of public and private sector
programs, policy, and research since its founding. To grow, scale, and continue to meet the needs of
the current demands from the Black business ecosystem, the MBDA was authorized to receive $110
million in annual funding through the IIJA last year. While FY22 appropriations provided a historic
increase in its funding to $55 million, we urge lawmakers to uphold their commitment to the agency
and fund it at $110 million, as intended in the IIJA for FY23 and beyond.
Increase funding for the Internal Revenue Services to hire and retain more employees to
address COVID-19 tax backlogs, affecting small business data collections leading to a severe
undercount of Black sole proprietors:
The Census Bureau recently replaced the Survey of Business Owners and Entrepreneurs with the
Annual Business Survey (ABS) which has led to a drastic under-counting of Black business owners. This
is because most Black business owners, are sole proprietors or non-employer firms; the ABS only
surveys businesses with one or more employees aside from the owner. However, the Census Office of
Economic Programs has created a supplemental tool known as the NES-D, the Non-Employer Statistics
by Demographics Methodology, which provides data on Black-owned sole-proprietorships. However,
the NES-D collection relies strictly on IRS tax return data, and due to the extreme underfunding of the
IRS and the backlogs in the agency, the NES-D has been unable to publish this data since 2018. While
the NES-D is a viable alternative for conducting a survey strictly on sole proprietors, the NES-D needs
IRS tax returns processed in a timely manner. Therefore, we urge you to consider the staffing needs
and shortages at the IRS that have led to a backlog for millions of Americans, especially as it begins to
impact the Census’ ability to collect quality, and cost-effective data. Therefore, for Black businesses
to be properly counted and supplied with resources to grow and become employer firms (benefitting
our entire economy) the Census Bureau must receive the necessary information to conduct such
research by way of the IRS.
Provide funding for Census Bureau marketing and outreach:
We urge appropriators to make funding available for Census Bureau marketing and community
engagement and outreach. Undoubtedly, Black business owners and Black communities are
consistently undercounted in Census survey programs, including but not limited to programs such as
the Decennial Census, and the Annual Business Survey (ABS). We understand that Black businesses and
the Black community in general are less incline to fill out Census surveys made available to them, for a

myriad of reasons including low trust in government programs, concern for data privacy, or a lack of
understanding behind the importance of the survey, due to poor marketing. For the Black community
and the Black business community to be properly counted in Census programs, the Census Bureau
must receive the necessary funding to conduct necessary outreach, community engagement, and
marketing that builds trust with our communities and underscores the importance of taking Census
surveys, as it directly impacts the economic wellbeing and supports available to the Black community.
We therefore request that Congress expand upon the allotted marketing and outreach dollars for the
Census Bureau in FY23 funding levels so that more of our community can be properly counted.
As part of this request, we ask that Congress increase the share of the marketing and outreach dollars
be given to the Census Bureau, Office of Economic Programs, the division tasked with measuring data
captured in the Annual Business Survey (ABS). This department is responsible for innovating survey
tools available for capturing data on business owners, including small businesses, and minority
communities.
$3 million for the collection of demographic data on employer and non-employer firms at
the Census Bureau:
The USBC supports the Census Bureau in its endeavors to continually innovate survey and data
collection tools for the aggregation of quality data on Black non-employer firms. As of right now, there
is no tool that is readily available to measure demographic characteristics of non-employer firms at the
Census Bureau, other than the NES-D tool, which is currently held up by IRS backlogs. Therefore, we
request that of the Census Bureau’s total budget for FY23, no less than $3 million be made
available for the Office of Economic Programs for the collection of economic data for employers and
non-employer businesses with demographic characteristics of their owners.
Thank you for your consideration of our requests for FY23 funding outlined above. USBC recognizes that
America’s Black-owned businesses play a vital role in the economy and support more than 3.5 million
U.S. jobs. To promote the forward movement and growth of business creation, entrepreneurship, and
recovery in the Black community, we must ensure that federal resources are multiplied in the months and
years ahead. We look forward to working alongside Congress to ensure this prioritization.
In the spirit of success,

Ron Busby, Sr.
President & CEO
U.S. Black Chambers, Inc.
Cc: Senate Committee on Appropriations
House Committee on Appropriations

Steps to Take Now: Using the tools below to locate your legislator, the USBC encourages members to call
or send your federal representatives an email or letter using the below sample copy to elevate and echo
our appropriations asks to show grassroots support! Feel free to cut and paste whichever program
resonates most closely with your organization or simply elevate our entire letter. To increase the USBC’s
chance for securing these changes, try to tie back why a specific pool of funding is useful to your
organization to serve microbusinesses and tie in our talking points at the end of this toolkit.
Sample Note to Congressional offices:
Good morning, (insert staff name):
On behalf of the INSERT ORGANIZATION NAME, a member of the U.S. Black Chambers, a leading
voice of Black innovation, leadership, and advocacy in the realization of economic
empowerment, I write to provide you with the USBC’s FY23 request letter (attached). Our
organization wholeheartedly supports and echoes the USBC’s appropriations requests as the
outlined accounts and programs work to elevate the status of Black entrepreneurs in America.
While USBC’s letter encompasses a wide range of accounts that support a robust and thriving ecosystem
for Black businesses across the country, I have included our ask specific to our organization’s mission
below. The below is a sample, you may cut and paste accounts relevant to you
$110 million for the Minority Business Development Agency at the Department of
Commerce: The MBDA at the Department of Commerce has provided Black businesses owners
of all sizes with critical supports such as providing access to capital, access to contract
opportunities, access to trade and access to local markets for over fifty years. Despite the
MBDA’s progress and impact in the Black community, the MBDA has faced decades of
disinvestment over the years due to its impermanent status in the law. However, as recently
codified by the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) the MBDA is now a permanent
agency underscoring a bipartisan historical commitment (founded by President Richard Nixon in
1969) towards uplifting Black businesses. The agency has promoted the growth of Black
businesses through the mobilization and advancement of public and private sector programs,
policy, and research since its founding. To grow, scale, and continue to meet the needs of the
current demands from the Black business ecosystem, the MBDA was authorized to receive $110
million in annual funding through the IIJA last year. While FY22 appropriations provided a
historic increase in its funding to $55 million, we urge lawmakers to uphold their commitment
to the agency and fund it at $110 million, as intended in the IIJA for FY23 and beyond.
Additionally, our organization supports entrepreneurs using this funding in the following ways:
INSERT WAYS IN WHICH YOU USE THIS FUNDING, ATTACH ANY IMPACT REPORTS OR ONE-PAGERS
Thank you for your time and consideration of our request and for your work in supporting
microbusinesses across the country. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
reach back out to me.
INSERT SIGNATURE AND LINK TO YOUR ORGANIZATION

The U.S. Black Chambers, Inc. (USBC) provides committed,
visionary leadership and advocacy in the realization
of economic empowerment. Through the creation of
resources and initiatives, we support African American
Chambers of Commerce and business organizations in
their work of developing and growing Black enterprises.
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